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Betrayed Trust

You Can't Trust Volcanoes

VERSE:

|C |C |Dm |Dm |

|F |G |F |F |

I am higher than the clouds

I don’t see what’s going on

Joe is a liar

His hair’s golden fire

This could be a very long day

CHORUS:

|C      |G       |F       |F       |

Everyone everyone i used to trust

Who knows i never knew that we would rust

I guess it's a bust bust bust bust
I never knew we that we would rust rust rust rust

I guess it's a bust bust bust bust
I never knew that we would rust rust rust rust

VERSE 2

|C |C |Dm |Dm |

|F |G |F |F |

Secrets goin round and round

Feelings that I never found

My fake friends are gone



I will move on

It’s hard, but I’ll find a new bond

BRIDGE:

(single notes:)

|G      |B      |A |F |

Betrayed without a sign

Betrayed no border lines

Betrayed without a sign

Betrayed by masterminds

CHORUS:

|C      |G       |F       |F       |

Everyone everyone i used to trust

Who knows i never knew that we would rust

I guess it's a bust bust bust bust
I never knew we that we would rust rust rust rust

I guess it's a bust bust bust bust
I never knew that we would rust rust rust rust



Dangerous Friends

You Can't Trust Volcanoes

VERSE 1

|Dm E|Am C|

Sometimes I feel

Like I’m struck by lightning

getting so far

Like I’m becoming a star

Sometimes I hear

The thunder is frightening

Giving me shocks

Like the ticking of clocks

CHORUS

|Dm |E |Am |C |

Playing the chorus

With dangerous friends

Opposite kinds

Feeling so high in the sky

As we do this tonight

VERSE 2

|Dm E|Am C|

Sometimes I see

The fire and ice

Sometimes I shout



What is this all about?!

Sometimes I smell

The bitter of poison

Making me numb

Keeping me young

CHORUS

|Dm |E |Am |C |

Playing the chorus

With dangerous friends

Opposite kinds

Feeling so high in the sky

As we do this tonight

BRIDGE

|Dm E|Am C|

We are opposites

It might give you a shock cause it’s

Not supposed to be

That we’re together.  X2 (second time with verse 
chords)

CHORUS

|Dm |E |Am |C |

Playing the chorus

With dangerous friends

Opposite kinds

Feeling so high in the sky

As we do this tonight



JOURNEY OF THE BAND

You Can’t Trust Volcanoes

INTRO

|D |D |em |em |

|G |G |A |A |

VERSE

|D |D |em |em |

|G |G |A |A |

Time to do this thing

Let’s make this volcano blow

Sitting in the street

Singing till the sun gets low

CHORUS

|D |G |D |G |

|D |G |A |A |

Journey of the band

It’s been a while

Journey of the band

We got real wild

Journey of the band

It’s been so long

Singing to these many songs

RE INTRO



VERSE 2

|D   |D   |em   |em   |

|G   |G   |A    |A    |

Time to do this thing

Let’s let this lava flow

At rockwood music hall

We played so many shows

CHORUS

|D |G |D |G |

|D |G |A |A |

Journey of the band

It’s been a while

Journey of the band

We got real wild

Journey of the band

It’s been so long

Singing to these many songs

BRIDGE 
|G |D |G |D |

|G |D |A |A |

CHORUS

|D |G |D |G |

|D |G |A |A |

Journey of the band



It’s been a while

Journey of the band

We got real wild

Journey of the band

It’s been so long

Singing to these many songs 



SPRING

You Can’t Trust Volcanoes

VERSE:

|E   |E   |B7   |B7   |D   |D   |

Spring is in the air

Flowers everywhere

Seeds are sprouting

Winter vibes re-routing

Ice cream trucks pull up

Cone or in a cup

Living my best life

Riding on my bike

CHORUS:

|E   |E   |B7   |B7   |D   |D   |

Spring is here to stay

Winter has gone away

School is coming to an end

Get outside, hang with your friends

VERSE:

|E   |E   |B7   |B7   |D   |D   |

Spring is in the air

Flowers in my hair

Sweater weather

We are all together

Winter went so fast



Maybe spring will last

Living my best life

Riding on my bike

Bridge:

|E   |E   |C   |C   |E   |E   |G   |G   |

Just because we can't go outside

We can still have a fun time

Just because we can't go outside

We can still have a fun time

Just because we can't go outside

We can still have a fun time

CHORUS:

|E   |E   |B7   |B7   |D   |D   |

Spring is here to stay

Winter has gone away

School is coming to an end

Get outside, hang with your friends



Nich Mueller
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